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futurefictions 
a reflection on speed and urban resilience in the city of Manila
futurefictions is the title of my self-directed project which contemplates about the speed 
in which a city changes over time in order to compose new and dynamic architecture that 
encourage the preservation of history and cultural resilience through the lens of contem-
porary urban narratives. The subject of study is Manila, the capital city of the Philippines, 
and a city that is close to my existence. Manila as a post-colonial society embodies the 
impact of how the sense of time affects the sense of place: from the remnants of past 
foreign occupations, to the rapid influence of modern globalization. Manila poses critical 
dialogues that address contemporary topics related to the speed of growth and change 
in the developing world. This study explores how architecture can be used to engage the 
past existence and present realities of the city of Manila into a future that promotes the 
translation and adaptation of the Filipino identity.
This project suggests a temporary structure that speaks to the dichotomy of permanence 
and impermanence that define the city of Manila. The architecture is influenced by the 
tradition of street festivals, and how their permanence in the identity of culture and im-
permanence in the passing of time speak to the urban resilience that is unique to this 
city. These festivals are also a reflection of how the network of roads, streets, and different 
transportation systems are constantly defined and redefined by the different yearly ritu-
als of the city. These rituals are celebrated in the proposed architecture, but also ignite a 
conversation about how design can be used to reimagine the future narratives of a place.
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Manila International Literary Festival
Manila Salsa Congress
Feast of Nuestra Senora de los Remedios
Feast of the Immaculate Conception
Metro Manila Film Festival
Pancit Malabon Festival
Pakalog Festival
New Year’s Eve Fiesta*
Feast of the Black Nazarene
Feast of Santo Niño
World Pyro Olympics






Pasig Summer Music Festival
Calle Crawl*
Manila Intl. Auto Show
Aliwan Fiesta







Philippine Intl. Jazz and Arts Festival
Feast of Saint John the Baptist
Subli-an sa Maynila





Kalesa Festival Feast of La Naval de Manila
Spanish Film Festival 
























































ESTERO DE LA REINA 
ESTERO DE BINONDO 
ESTERO DE SUNOG APOG
PASIG RIVER
LIGHT RAIL (LINE 1)+
+ LIGHT RAIL (LINE 2)
NEW YEAR’S EVE FIESTA PROCESSION ROUTE
CALLE CRAWL LOCATIONS
+ PASIG RIVER FERRY SERVICE STATIONS
URBAN GREEN SPACE
POPULATION DENSITY STATISTICS BASED ON LATEST CENSUS REPORTS:
Tondo - 69,297 persons per km²
Binondo - 20,000 persons per km²
Ermita - 6618 persons per km²
A CAPSTONE PROJECT
image 1:  a collage illustrating the network of the city of 
Manila. the network is comprised of all the roads, streets, 
traffic systems and transportation systems of the city. this 
is juxtaposed with the speed of consumerism that influ-
ences the pushes and pulls of the city’s network.
image 2: a map and illustration of the Feast of the Black 
Nazarene, procession commemorating the Black Nazarene 
in January of every year. The procession starts in Quirino 
Grandstand and terminates in Plaza Miranda. The route is 
determined and varies each year.
image 3:  a graphic illustrating the procession of Santa-
cruzan, a festival/pageant in May celebrated by different 
townships in commemoration of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
SITE:  Rizal Park, The Philippine’s national Park, home to Kilometer Zero , the point that sets the distances in the entire country
MAP: a map of Manila illustrating two narratives of the city: the network 
analyzed through street festivals and other cultural elements and the city 
analyzed through growth in population in conjunction to environmental 
degradation.
STUDY MODEL: exploring the gradient and canopy condition with thread 
PRECEDENT STUDY: traditional Filipino woven mat
image 4: exterior perspective of the New Year’s Eve Pavilion
image 5: interior perspective of thew pavilion illustrating 
the play of light and materials in the pavilion’s ceiling. the 
canopy is made out of colored acrylic sheets, and hanging 
reflective mirrors
image 6: pavilion’s roof plan - armature frames colored 
acrylic sheets and mirrors in a pattern inspired from textile 
and woven materials.
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